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Q.1 The original term ubiquitous computing was coined by Mark Weiser in ________ at Xerox 

PARC 

1. 1990 

2. 1999 

3 1988 

4. 1998 

 

Q2. Which is not the part of Symbian Design Pattern ? 

1. Micro-Kernel 

2. Graphical Application Model 

2. An Event based Application Model 

3. MVC- Model View Controller 

 

Q.3  Combining knowledge from different layers of the system is ? 

1. Proactivity 

2. Self- Tuning 

3. Pervasive Computing 

4. None of Above 

 

Q.4  As smart spaces grow in sophistication, the intensity of interactions between a user’s 

personal computing space and his/her surroundings increases ? 

1. Invisibility 

2. Effective use of smart space 

3. Localized Scalability 

4. Mujy Yaad nahi. 

 

Q.5 In Thin client significant components are running of user's device ? 

1. True 

2.  False 

 

Q.6 A multimodal application is one that supports multiple user interface modalities such as 

GUI, voice, and a combination of the two. 

1. True 

2. False 



 

 

 

Q.7  Dirty memory is ? 

1.  Allocated by mmap()ed 

2. Allocated by malloc()ed 

3 Used by Single Process 

4. Shared Memory 

 

Q.8 The impact of device heterogeneity on application developers is that applications need 

to be developed (or ported) to each device and maintained separately for each device. 

1.  Heterogeneity of Device 

2. Heterogeneity of Context 

3. ----------------------------------- 

4. ----------------------------------- 

 

How Run Time power management works in android ? 

Differentiate the Thin, Thick and Autonomous- Client Application ? 

How Dalvik Virtual Machine works in Android ? 

What is JNI ? 

What are the constraints of Mobile Computing ? 

What are the functions of Native Servers ? 

 What is .apk in android ? 

Do you think that technical problems of other domain inherited in pervasive computing or they 

introduced new problems in this domain ? 
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Q1-What is OAP.exe & its functions 
Q2-Constraints of Mobile Computing. 
Q3-How Run Time power management works in android? 
Q4-What are the factors/issue in context aware application? 
Q5-How would be able to interpret the run time walk through of android? 
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1. What is role of middle ware in Symbian? 
2. What are the factors/issue in context aware application? 
3. How would be able to interpret the run time walk through of android? 
4. Describe the areas in android that are enhanced than lenic kernel? 
5. What are the silent features of EKA2 ? 
6. Why hal is used in android? 
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android power management 5  
Windows phone 7 ki lanch 5 marks 
Andriod DVM 10  
Andriod Binder ICP 10 
aur portability kion important hai desktop ki nisbat mobile main 10 marks 
desktop aur mobile OS main kia difference hota hai 10 marks 
linux kernal Andriod ka kion part nhin banaya gia as it is changing kion kerni pathi thi 10 marks 
disconeted apps pervasive envionment main kesy kam kerti hain 10 marks  
andriod architecture complete over view 15 marks 
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Why it was decided that android will use linux kernel? 

What r major sources in development of context aware application? 

Give a brief overview of modular software stack of symbian os? 

Why idea of portability is more important in mobile and pervasing than in desktop domain? 

Explain role of different native libraries? 

How funtionality of DVM components plays a role in android architectuire? 

How android kernel tackles with power managment issue? 

How would u distinguish thin clients,thik clients and autonomous client applications in mobile 

devices? 

 


